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A Theory of Royal Authority in the Old Ryukyu Period:
The Ruling Philosophy and the “Periphery” Islands

ARAKI Kazunori

This paper seeks to identify the ruling philosophy of the royal authority through an analysis of 

primary historical materials, including kinseki-bun (ancient inscriptions on monuments) that were 

created as integral elements of the royal authority in the Old Ryukyu Period. This is taken as the 

key to clarifying the relationship between the royal authority and the various “periphery” (peripheral 

and border) islands. This paper reached the following conclusions.    

The ruling philosophy was formulated based on Buddhist and Confucian ideologies that were 

widespread in East Asia during the era of Sho Taikyu. The carriers of this philosophy were Zen 

priests of Kyoto Gozan who took the convergence of Buddhism and Confucianism to be the basis 

of the philosophy.  At this stage, there was instability surrounding the succession to the throne, the 

relationship between the ruler and the ruled had not yet evolved, and control of the “periphery” 

islands remained moderate. Furthermore, in addition to claiming to be the Ryukyu-koku Chuzan-o 

(King of Chuzan of the State of Ryukyu) and the Oho-yononushi, Sho Taikyu also declared himself 

to hold the idealistic position of Houou (Imperial Holiness), Koutei (Emperor or King of Kings), and 

Tenshi (Emperor with a heavenly mandate). He also tried to gradually integrate the islands inside 

and outside Okinawa.　

The ruling philosophy that took shape in the era of Sho Taikyu took hold as the established ide-

al royal authority for a period of time and remained in place even after the transition to the Second 

Sho-shi Dynasty.  In the first half of Sho Shin’s reign, the Zen priests further glorified the royal au-

thority, and the idealistic position of the Emperor as Koutei (Emperor or King of Kings), Teio (Mon-

arch), and Tenshi (Emperor with a heavenly mandate) became well defined.

In the latter half of Sho Shin’s reign, centralized rule developed again on both Oshima Island 

of the Amami Islands and on Kikaijima Island, and further expanded to the periphery. In addition, 

following the military suppression of the Sakishima Islands, the Miyako Islands transitioned from 

border to periphery islands, and the Yaeyama Islands were positioned as a border island. Sho Shin’s 

militaristic stance, which marked the highest stage of development of the royal authority, stood in 

contrast to the ruling philosophy based on the traditional ideologies of Buddhism and Confucian-

ism. Instead, Ryukyu’s unique Jingi ideology became the core of the ruling philosophy.
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During the period stretching from Sho Shin’s reign to Sho Sei’s reign, the Taiyo ideology was 

promoted and the Taiyoshin (the sun god) came to be considered the only power to bestow military 

power on the King through Kikoe-ogimi (the royal priestess), and the [Omoro] of [island conquer-

or] [country conqueror] was created.  In Confucian thought, the Shun Emperor combined with 

the unique Ryukyu idea of ten (heaven), and became shunten, and was positioned as the earliest 

ancestor of the royal line. The traditional ideas of tenka (ruling power) and jokoku (province of 

the highest rank) also transformed from Confucian concepts into unique Ryukyu concepts. It was 

the Kannin (government officials) system overseen by the people of Ryukyu and the Noro (female 

priestess) system that considered Kikoe-ogimi to be the highest rank that supported this transfor-

mation in the ruling philosophy, and Kanji characters were selected to express this.
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